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Man of Steel stand in the frontline, flanked by some of the most lustrous names that have saved
mankind from malevolence, corruption, and catastrophe. The image conjures heroic, gripping
tales filled with crime-busting action. Comic book in hand, you turn each page, admiring the
colorful graphics. You cannot help exclaiming, “I want my own superhero!” In the past couple of
years, filmgoers and couch potatoes have witnessed the revival of the world’s all-time favorite
heroes. Ditching their capes and bright-colored spandex for trendier, fashionable costumes, they
have re-conquered film, television, and print. But to call this a renaissance is an overstatement.
In reality, superheroes have always been around. They might have underwent a facelift, found
the perfect guise to go on hiding, or passed on the job of protecting mankind from one
generation to another. Fact is, superheroes exist in every generation. Odysseus of Ancient
Greece. King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table of the Medieval Age. Justice League of
the ‘60s. Everybody loves a hero. So, why not create our own superhero? Unless you have been
gifted with the knack for drawing, you have long realized that it is not as easy as jumping into
your desk armed with a pencil, and putting onto paper each scene that comes to your mind.
Frankly, to bring a superhero to life, you will find that two heads “might” be better than one. For
instance, Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster are credited as the original creators of Superman. Bob
Kane and Bill Finger for Batman. Joe Simon and Jack Kirby for Captain America. If you ever visit
the DC or Marvel headquarters, there are more than a handful of people who work on a single



comic book. You will meet the writer, artist, letterer, and the editor. Each drawing per se requires
at least three people: the penciler, inker, and colorist. We will particularly focus on one role: the
artist as a penciler—or, simply, The Artist. As The Artist, you will notice that the comics cosmos
is divided into two: the two-dimensional and the three-dimensional. Whichever path you choose,
there are certain creative, artistic rules you need to abide. These rules—also referred to as the
Science and Math of Art—can be summed up as The Basics of The Superhero
Anatomy. Equipped with the simplest of tools, we shall explore the fundamentals of drawing
the human figure: anatomical composition and body proportions. Do not fret. As you will learn
along the way, these are the core of exemplary artwork. Most importantly, it is only when you
know the rules by heart that you can learn to break them. Eventually, you will set the pace for
yourself, molding out diverse characters—without disfiguring them unnecessarily. Once you
have learned the rudiments, we will take on basic drawing techniques to bring your superhero to
life. Welcome to the world of superheroes. And may the force be with you! Drawing Tools Fig. 1.
Drawing tools. Pencils. Graphite pencils range from H to 6B. B pencils have less clay content
and more graphite. Thus, they provide a darker range of value than F and H pencils—H being
the lightest. For this course, we will only need two pencils: HB and 6B. If you can get a lighter
pencil, say an F or H, that will be perfect. If only an HB pencil is available at the moment, simply
vary the pressure exerted on your pencil to lighten or darken your strokes. Pen. Similar to
pencils, pens now come in many kinds. Many brands have designed a wide range of pens for
designers, engineers, and architectures. These pens do not only vary in ink content, but also
vary in point size and material. Take felt pens or gel pens that come in 0.5 or 0.7 mm. I personally
love the texture of felt pens. But I do not recommend them for this course. Instead, opt for a gel
or roller-tip ink pen with a point size of 0.7 mm. For our purpose, these are more affordable and
practical than felt pens. Erasers. You will want to work with a regular vinyl eraser and a
kneaded eraser. The vinyl eraser will be used to remove mistakes the way one normally does.
The kneaded eraser will be used for miniscule details. The best thing about kneaded erasers,
which you will eventually find handy, is that you could mold it into different sizes depending on
your needs. Some brands manufacture PVC-free erasers. These do not produce dust particles,
which are a nuisance. Moreover, they do not chafe the surface of the paper due to too much
erasing. Most of all, they do not contain chemicals harmful to the environment. I highly
recommend working with PVC-free and kneaded erasers. But if you cannot find these, a vinyl
eraser will do. 
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conjures heroic, gripping tales filled with crime-busting action. Comic book in hand, you turn
each page, admiring the colorful graphics. You cannot help exclaiming, “I want my own
superhero!” In the past couple of years, filmgoers and couch potatoes have witnessed the revival
of the world’s all-time favorite heroes. Ditching their capes and bright-colored spandex for
trendier, fashionable costumes, they have re-conquered film, television, and print. But to call this
a renaissance is an overstatement. In reality, superheroes have always been around. They might
have underwent a facelift, found the perfect guise to go on hiding, or passed on the job of
protecting mankind from one generation to another. Fact is, superheroes exist in every
generation. Odysseus of Ancient Greece. King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table of the
Medieval Age. Justice League of the ‘60s. Everybody loves a hero. So, why not create our own
superhero? Unless you have been gifted with the knack for drawing, you have long realized that
it is not as easy as jumping into your desk armed with a pencil, and putting onto paper each
scene that comes to your mind. Frankly, to bring a superhero to life, you will find that two heads
“might” be better than one. For instance, Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster are credited as the
original creators of Superman. Bob Kane and Bill Finger for Batman. Joe Simon and Jack Kirby
for Captain America. If you ever visit the DC or Marvel headquarters, there are more than a
handful of people who work on a single comic book. You will meet the writer, artist, letterer, and
the editor. Each drawing per se requires at least three people: the penciler, inker, and colorist.
We will particularly focus on one role: the artist as a penciler—or, simply, The Artist. As The
Artist, you will notice that the comics cosmos is divided into two: the two-dimensional and the
three-dimensional. Whichever path you choose, there are certain creative, artistic rules you need
to abide. These rules—also referred to as the Science and Math of Art—can be summed up as
The Basics of The Superhero Anatomy. Equipped with the simplest of tools, we shall explore
the fundamentals of drawing the human figure: anatomical composition and body proportions.
Do not fret. As you will learn along the way, these are the core of exemplary artwork. Most
importantly, it is only when you know the rules by heart that you can learn to break them.
Eventually, you will set the pace for yourself, molding out diverse characters—without disfiguring
them unnecessarily. Once you have learned the rudiments, we will take on basic drawing
techniques to bring your superhero to life. Welcome to the world of superheroes. And may the
force be with you! Drawing Tools Fig. 1. Drawing tools. Pencils. Graphite pencils range from H to
6B. B pencils have less clay content and more graphite. Thus, they provide a darker range of
value than F and H pencils—H being the lightest. For this course, we will only need two pencils:
HB and 6B. If you can get a lighter pencil, say an F or H, that will be perfect. If only an HB pencil
is available at the moment, simply vary the pressure exerted on your pencil to lighten or darken
your strokes. Pen. Similar to pencils, pens now come in many kinds. Many brands have designed
a wide range of pens for designers, engineers, and architectures. These pens do not only vary in
ink content, but also vary in point size and material. Take felt pens or gel pens that come in 0.5 or
0.7 mm. I personally love the texture of felt pens. But I do not recommend them for this course.
Instead, opt for a gel or roller-tip ink pen with a point size of 0.7 mm. For our purpose, these are



more affordable and practical than felt pens. Erasers. You will want to work with a regular
vinyl eraser and a kneaded eraser. The vinyl eraser will be used to remove mistakes the way one
normally does. The kneaded eraser will be used for miniscule details. The best thing about
kneaded erasers, which you will eventually find handy, is that you could mold it into different
sizes depending on your needs. Some brands manufacture PVC-free erasers. These do not
produce dust particles, which are a nuisance. Moreover, they do not chafe the surface of the
paper due to too much erasing. Most of all, they do not contain chemicals harmful to the
environment. I highly recommend working with PVC-free and kneaded erasers. But if you cannot
find these, a vinyl eraser will do. Sharpener. Have a reliable sharpening tool by your side at all
times. You never know when your pencils might break. Most of all, it is important to always
sharpen your tools and keep them from blunting. Well-sharpened pencils provide precise lines
compared to blunt points. Paper. For this course, I recommend a rim of bond paper over a
sketchpad. We will also need some tracing paper. We will literally draw in layers (something we
will discuss later.) Ruler. Rulers are fairly basic. Many professions that involve some form of
drawing or measuring use rulers. These jobs are not limited to engineering, architecture, or
carpentry. As an artist, you will find the ruler is quite a companion an indispensable instrument
in your tool box. While most freehand drawings will not require the use of rulers, you will find it
will always come in handy. You just never know when you will need it. There are many types of
rulers. There are expensive sturdy ones. There are cheap, transparent or wooden ones. Find
what works best for you. And, most importantly, invest in a good one that would serve you
well. Dusting brush. Usually, dusts caused by erasing are just brushed aside with a hand. This is
not advisable because you can smear your drawings. Using a dusting brush avoids creating
unnecessary smudges. Better yet, you might want to invest on PVC-free erasers, which are as
affordable as ordinary erasers. Understanding the Human Body The perpetual advancement of
civilization inevitably influences every aspect of our life. Culture, art, technology… every
industry… everything we do. The way we work. The way we relax. The way we perceive our
world. Innovation also impacts our interests, hobbies, and choices of recreation and
entertainment. Take reading. With the ease of tablets and the issues on climate change, gadgets
have become more and more marketable than paperback books. Even book construction and
design have evolved. In the Arts, contemporary tools and techniques are widely used. Digital art
itself has seen many faces. Once flashy and elaborate, it now leans toward flat, two-dimensional
graphics. It is evident even in animation. Whether a reflection of our fast-paced lifestyle or
growing impatience among artists, two-dimensional art does not fail to entertain a broad range
of audiences. Superheroes are no exemption to this revamping. Although styles come and go,
the rules remain unchanged. No matter how simplified a drawing is, it still embodies The Basics
of the Superhero Anatomy. Much is to be tackled. So, let us get started! Proportions
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Dakota, “nice. It's good it really taught me a lot I really liked it you've done a good job on this one”

The book by John Davidson has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 3 people have provided feedback.
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